AERIOPAX RESHEL VARIATION
CELTIC/SOLAR CROSS
SOLAR-IS WHEEL
WITH SOLAR.ATIS
INNER RING AND
SOLAR-IS OUTER
RING.

16 poles create the ZENXII
ie, 6 specific states of being:

AERIOPAX MEDALION

RUUTHI: elemental, systemic,
functional, sentient.
JAEOBHIM connective, options/choices,
JAEOBHIM:
communicative, path to connectiong to
the macrocosm.
HAFARHA: merging streams of reality, finding
unity in dualistic systems.
APTEHOS: primary activation in heartcoherency to all points of Intelligence.
TATS’SHIA: moving beyond dualism and
hierarchy; Opening of the Way for primary
elements to become full and eternal
Presences.
AUHUM: embrace of all powers, potents and
principle as a living wave of the Fearless
Flame.

ZAYIN RING

SOLAR-IS WHEEL AND CROSS: AERIOPAX
The SOLAR-IS WHEEL
and Cross is added in
the base-to-base mode.
The width of the Bar
is determined by using
it to form a 1.618 ratio
Rhombus with the KHRONOS
points used as apices and
the Bar as the minor axis.
The outer sphere is the loci
of the Zayin poles as the
total form spins.
The ARIEOPAX'S large square
is the cross formed by the
major axis between all Tsadies.

3 VAULTS:
This is the VAULT OF THE
ROSE-CROSS, formed
with the Pools of the
Moon/Life.

SHOFEAR

This is the SIGNA VAULT
formed in the
base-to-base mode.
This is the Vault of the
3000 LOTUM or the
SUNFLOWER formed
when both Glory poles
merge in the Ulta.

VAU
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The Pyramid's 51 deg. slope angle is
projected to the Unified Tsadey points
from the "socket" poles which were
placed by linking to the Vau with a
60 deg. angle.

The SHOFEAR cube and RHOMBUS: The
hexagonal EYE OF RA is formed by linking
the two Vau poles. This is the DWELLER
OF DIVINE FIRE. The Center is the Holy of
Holies, the FIRST FIRE. The Center expresses
as the MONAD in a personal medallion.

